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ABSTRACT
The behavior of the Earth’s magnetic field has been investigated in recent years
through experiments and numerical models. At the University of Maryland, experimental studies are implemented in a three-meter spherical Couette device filled
with liquid sodium driven by two independently rotating concentric shells, an applied approximately dipole magnetic field, and dynamo action. These experiments
incorporate high velocity flows with Reynolds numbers ∼ 108 aiming to replicated
the turbulence of convection-driven flows in celestial bodies like Earth. Collaborators at ISTerre have created the numerical code XSHELLS which features finite
difference methods in the radial direction and pseudospectral spherical harmonic
transforms for the angular directions. Highly turbulent flows are unfeasible to resolve limiting the abilities of purely numerical models. Experiments can produce
highly turbulent flows but measurement can be intrusive. Our goal is to synchronize
the outputs from the numerical code with the experimental magnetic boundary
data to get an idea of the unknown velocity field. In this project, we propose a validation study implementing Local Ensemble Transform Kalman Filtering (LETKF)
on the numerical model with synthetic observation data to study the behavior. This
would allow us to prepare for scaling to the experimental data which introduces
additional constraints such as asynchronous observations and model error.
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1 Background
Our knowledge of Earth’s core is advancing substantially through experiments, reservoir computing, and now data assimilation here at the University of Maryland. It has been accepted in
the 20th century that celestial bodies, like Earth and the sun, can attribute their self-sustaining
magnetic field to dynamo action. This process starts with a generated magnetic field dipole going through the center of the planet where the outer core lies as a spherical shell of convectiondriven liquid iron and nickel filling the cavity between the solid inner core and the inner boundary of the viscoelastic mantle. The poloidal magnetic field changes direction as it is stretched
and flows with the toroidal velocity of the fluid in an action known as the Ω−effect. The influence of the velocity field (stretching of the magnetic field) converts kinetic energy into magnetic
energy. In a geodynamo, turbulence can result in the formation of helical motions causing loops
to form orthogonal to the toroidal field in an event known as the α−effect. The new direction
of the magnetic field then regenerates the original magnetic field in the poloidal direction. This
iterative process is known as self-sustaining dynamo action and is illustrated in Fig.1 [1, 2].

Figure 1: Dynamo action: the effect of the applied magnetic field on the magnetic/velocity field flow.

Here are some important dimensionless parameters that are used to characterize the flow.
The Reynolds number is Re = (Ωi − Ωo )L 2 /ν where ν is kinematic viscosity, Ω is angular speed,
subscripts i , o indicate the inner and outer shell and L is the characteristic length (often the
thickness of the cavity or the outer radius). This is the ratio of the advection terms to the viscous
terms. The flows we are considering are highly turbulent with the Reynolds number ∼ 108 for
the experiment which is still small compared to Earth which is estimated to be Re ∼ 1016 . Similarly, there is a magnetic Reynolds number defined as Rm = (Ωi − Ωo )L 2 /η where η is the magnetic diffusivity. Another important dimensionless number is the Ekman number, E = ν/Ωo L 2 .
The Ekman number is the balance of the viscous terms to the Coriolis term. It is often part of
the dimensionless form of the governing equations andp
is useful for discussing the thickness
of the boundary layer. The boundary layer thickness is E , which is very thin for the case of
liquid sodium which is less viscous than water. Lastly, another parameter that is important is
the Rossby number, Ro = (Ωi − Ωo )/Ωo , which can be thought of as the differential rotation or
co-rotation between the core and the outer shell. Experiments can achieve a desirable Re when
the fluid is driven by differential rotation of the shells rather than convection-driven (as in the
geodynamo). In the lab, dynamo action can be achieved using the following: two concentric
spherical shells with differential rotation acting on a conducting fluid filling the cavity between
them and a sufficient amount of energy to drive the dynamo [3].
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In the experiment, the flows are not convection-driven so variations in the temperature
can be neglected in this model. The shape of the apparatus is ideally spherical thus a spherical
coordinate system is used without concerns of Earth’s actual elliptic shape. Below is a schematic
diagram for the governing model.

Figure 2: Diagram of the spherical shell and the coordinate system [4].

The governing set of equations for the incompressible magnetohydrodynamic flow in
spherical shells are
1
1
∂t u + (2Ωo + ∇ × u) × u = − ∇p ∗ + ν∆u +
(∇ × b) × b,
ρ
µ0 ρ
¡
¢
∂t b = ∇ × u × b − η∇ × b ,
∇ · u = 0,
∇ · b = 0,

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

where u is the velocity field and b is the magnetic field. Equation (1) is the classical NavierStokes equation in rotational reference frame form. In the left side there is the rate of change in
the velocity field and the Coriolis force. On the right side there is the pressure gradient, viscous
term, and Lorentz force term. The Lorentz force term couples the magnetic field in Eq.(1) to
Eq.(2) known as the induction equation. Eq.(2) is derived from combining Faraday’s law and
Ohm’s law and then applying Ampere’s law and the divergence-free condition of the magnetic
field to give the final form. The first term on the right is the correction and stretching term
and the second term, the magnetic diffusion. Lastly, Eqs.(3) and (4) are the divergence-free
condition on the magnetic field and the equation for incompressible flow, respectively.
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Boundary conditions include the no-slip condition on the surfaces of the spheres,
(
(Ωi − Ωo )r sin θ φ̂
for r ≤ r i ,
u=
0
for r ≥ r o ,

(5)

and that b matches the potential fields at the inner and outer boundaries. Also the transition
in conductivity must be considered as the stainless steels shells have 1/9 of the electrical conductivity of the sodium, σSS = σN a /9. Outside the outer shell is considered an insulator with no
conductivity. In addition to boundary conditions, the initial conditions include the differential
rotation of the boundaries and the imposed dipole magnetic field,
bd = b 0

¢
r o3 ¡
2 cos θr̂ + sin θ θ̂ .
3
r

(6)

1.1 Experiment
There are three spherical experiments at the University of Maryland: the 30-cm, 60-cm and 3m diameter devices. Our focus is on the largest three-meter experiment which consists of an
stainless steel outer spherical shell concentric with a spherical inner core. There is a one-meter
cavity between them which is filled with pure liquid sodium (Elemental Na). Pipes filled with
heated oil are wrapped around the outer shell to heat up the liquid sodium within and an insulated jacket is used to keep the temperature constant at 125 ± 0.5◦C (melting point is 97.8◦C
[5]). Two electromagnets (solenoid loops wrapped around the outer shell) are situated parallel above and below the plane of the equator, providing an approximately dipole magnetic field.
The three variables set in the experiment are the rotation rate of the inner core and outer sphere
which are characterized by the dimensionless Ro, typically in the range (-5 to 5), and the magnetic field applied approximately dipole. Tests have found that in laboratory experiments, the
best way to get high Reynolds numbers (currently up to 108 ) is through flow powered by the
differential rotation of the boundaries rather than convection-driven flow [6].
Measurements of the radial component of the magnetic field are taken using 33 magnetic
Hall probes: 9 are evenly distributed along the equator, 4 at each pole, and 7 distributed on
each hemisphere between the equator and the poles. Figure 3 is the measurement from a single
magnetic Hall probe.

Figure 3: Measurement of a single magnetic Hall probe out of 33 total.

There are two magnetic probes on a finger in contact with the sodium measuring in the
cylindrical-radial direction and in the toroidal direction. There are also three dynamic pressure
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probes and one kinematic pressure probe. The torque on the inner sphere is measured using a
strain gauge in between the motor and the shaft. Additionally, my colloborators are also able to
measure the torque applied to the outer sphere from the necessary power required to keep the
outer sphere moving at a constant rate. In this set-up, it is important to note that measurements
cannot be made of the full velocity field or full magnetic field [3, 6].

1.2 Numerical Methods
Nathanaël Schaeffer from CNRS at ISTerre laboratory in Grenoble, France has created a program called XSHELLS which is designed to be the fastest spherical MHD simulation code. This
code uses second-order in-space finite-difference methods in the radial direction and handles
the angular directions using spherical harmonic transforms (pseudospectral) on each radial
shell. As it steps in time, it uses implicit Crank-Nicolson scheme for the linear terms and treats
the nonlinear terms and Coriolis contribution with an Adams-Bashforth scheme and performs
with second-order convergence in time.
Additionally, mesh refinement must take place for two reasons: the transition in conductivity and Ekman boundary layers. The difference in conductivity of the liquid sodium and
stainless steel outer shell is handled by refining
the mesh at the transition. Likewise, Ekman
p
layers
at the boundaries have a thickness of E so refinement of the mesh is used in a region of
p
E radial thickness from the boundaries [7, 8]. Figure 4 is a plot, extracted from an XSHELLS
run, of the radial component of the surface magnetic field with the initial applied magnetic field
subtracted.

Figure 4: Radial component of the surface magnetic field. Re = 1.75 × 104 , E = 10−4 , Ro = −1.75, Rm =
118.7.
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1.3 Data Assimilation
Data assimilation is a method used to synchronize the outputs of a numerical model with observations deemed as the true physical state with some intrinsic noise. The general process for
data assimilation is outlined in Fig. 5. At time t = t 0 the state estimates are forecasted by the
model to the time t = t 1 , where we have an observation, to get the next guess or background
state estimate. The background state estimate and observations are combined to obtain the
optimal analysis state estimate which is then forecasted by the model until the next time there
is an observation. The cycle continues until we run out of observations and we just forecast the
state estimate indefinitely in time. This procedure is used in weather modeling where observations are included as they are received and forecast is used to get a fairly accurate 72-hour
forecast. For the 3D MHD studies, the state estimates will be of the magnetic field and velocity
field with observations of the radial component of the magnetic field.

Figure 5: A linear schematic of the data assimilation process.

1.4 Approach
For dynamo flows, governing equations prove that models are viable yet limitations due to the
nonlinearity and turbulent nature of the flow (Re ∼ 108 ) make them impracticable for a purely
numerical model to resolve. Experiments, alternatively, can generate data that reveal the relevant behaviors of Earth’s core but there are limitations to what can be physically measured.
Data assimilation allow us to take physical measurements of the true behavior of the system
that have some intrinsic noise and synchronize them to model with likeness of the true behavior.
We propose this approach of implementing data assimilation, namely Local Ensemble
Transform Kalman Filtering (LETKF), on the 3D differential-rotation-driven MHD numerical
model XSHELLS built by collaborators at the ISTerre laboratory in CNRS in Grenoble, France
to visualize the velocity field from the boundary magnetic field measurements taken from our
three-meter spherical Couette experiment at the Lathrop Lab in the Institute for Research in
Electronic and Applied Physics (IREAP). Our goal is to create and test the accuracy of data assimilation with the model using synthetic data from the purely numerical model with added
6

noise in what we call the perfect model scenario.
These validation studies of the numerical experiment with the LETKF+numerical model
will demonstrate how successful the data assimilation could be in predicting the full velocity
field and full magnetic field of true laboratory experiments. Since the numerical model with
data assimilation cannot be validated directly with the experiment and since there are additional constraints in using experimental data (e.g. asynchronous observations and model error), a validation test is proposed. This test involves running the purely numerical code and
generating data of the magnetic field measurements on the boundary, similar to what is measured in the experiment. We then can add noise to the data, making it alike to the experimental
type so that this numerical data + noise will act as synthetic experimental data. From here, the
data assimilation will incorporate the numerical model with the synthetic data and give estimates of the magnetic and velocity fields. Then we will compare the recovered velocity and
magnetic fields with the ones used to generate synthetic data. This idea is outlined in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Class project goal.
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Data Assimilation
2 Validation
Before introducing LETKF, the more basic Kalman Filter will be described and derived here. The
analysis procedure for the basic Kalman Filter will be used to validate all LETKF analysis code
used in this research to ensure that at each analysis step the optimal state estimate is being
obtained.

2.1 Basic Set-up
Data assimilation is a technique where we synchronize true state estimates with intrinsic noise
from experiments or observations with state estimates output from a physical model. In this
paper, we use the notational convention outlined in [9]. That is, the superscripts "t" for true,
"o" for observation, "f" for forecast, "b" for background, and "a" for analysis. Also, unless otherwise indicated, states and operators that appear without a subscript are at time, t n , by default. Let xt (t ) be the true state, that is, what we desire to estimate but is currently unknown.
The Kalman Filter-type data assimilation is a iterative process with two steps: the analysis step
which combines the observations, yo (t n−1 ), with the background state estimate, xb (t n−1 ), to get
the analysis state estimate, xa (t n−1 ), and the forecast step that propagates the analysis state estimate, xa (t n−1 ), forward in time to get the next background state estimate, xb (t n ). The forecast
step is written as
£
¤
xb (t n ) = M n−1 xa (t n−1 )
(7)
where M n−1 denotes the physical model applied at time t n−1 to t n . The observations can be
written as a mapping by operator H , from the state estimate space to the observation space
with some added noise, ²n . This is written
yo = H (xt ) + ²n .

(8)

Typically, the dim(y) << dim(x), that is there are much fewer observations than grid points in
the model output. The state estimates, observations and error covariances are added to the
data assimilation scheme from Fig. 5 in Fig. 7. The error covariance associated with the state
estimates, Pa and Pb , and observations, R, are also calculated in this process. They are defined
in terms of expectation value. The covariance of the noise associate with (8) is fixed and can be
given by the expectation value
R = E [²²T ].
(9)
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The prior estimate of xa is xb so the background error covariance can be written,
h
i
Pb = E (xb − xt )(xb − xt )T .

(10)

For the posterior estimate, the error covariance matrix is
£
¤
Pa = E (xa − xt )(xa − xt )T .

(11)

Figure 7: A linear schematic of the data assimilation process. The state estimate x0a and analysis error
covariance P0a at t 0 is forecasted using Eq. (7). This gives the guess or background states estimate xb1
and background error covariance Pb1 at t 1 where we also have the observation yo1 and observation error
covariance R1 . These are combined in the analysis step to get the optimal or analysis state estimate x1a
and analysis error covariance P1a . The proceedure continues with forecast step to time t 2 , t 3 , . . . until we
run out of observations.

2.2 Deriving the Optimization Problem
Last semester, I showed LETKF performs well in estimating the true state of the system for the
Lorenz model, but we need to be certain that it is truly obtaining the best analysis estimate. We
can define this as an optimization problem using a Bayesian interpretation. For the following
section, the analysis procedure is discussed at the time, t n when we have a given observation, so
subscripts indicating this time will be omitted. Applying Bayes’ formula, we want to maximize
the probability of finding the true state estimate given the observations,
P (x|yo ) =

P (yo |x)P (x)
P (yo )

(12)

Noting that we are maximizing over x, we can regard the P (yo ) term as constant and instead
maximize,
P (x|yo ) ∝ P (yo |x)P (x)
(13)
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Now we make the assumption, particular to Kalman filtering, that error associated with the
observations and state estimates is Gaussian with distributions
´
³
¡
¢
(14)
² ∼ N (0, R) , xb ∼ N x̄b , Pb , xa ∼ N x̄a , Pa
where now
¡
¢
1
o T
−1
o
1
P yo |x = p
e − 2 (H (x)−y ) (R) (H (x)−y )
2π|R|
1
b T
b −1
b
1
P (x) = p
e − 2 (x−x ) (P ) (x−x )
2π|Pb |
We get the best state estimate (estimation of the true state estimate) by plugging these distributions into Eq. (13) and taking the minimum of the negative log likelihood,
1
1
o T
−1
o
b T
b −1
b
1
1
max P (yo |x)P (x) = max p
e − 2 (H (x)−y ) (R) (H (x)−y ) p
e − 2 (x−x ) (P ) (x−x )
x
x
2π|R|
2π|Pb |
"
Ã
!#
£
¤
1
1
o
− 12 (H (x)−yo )T (R)−1 (H (x)−yo ) − 12 (x−xb )T (Pb )−1 (x−xb )
min − log P (y |x)P (x) = min − log p
e
e
p
x
x
2π|R| 2π|Pb |
´ 1
h1
1³
b
= min (2π|R|) + 2π|P | + (H (x) − yo )T (R)−1 (H (x) − yo )
x
2
2
2
i
1
b T
b −1
b
+ (x − x ) (P ) (x − x )
2

Therefore, at every time we have an observation, we want to minimize the following cost function to obtain the best state estimate,
J (x) =

´T ³ ´−1 ³
´
¢T
¡
¢ 1³
1¡
Pb
x − xb .
H (x) − yo (R)−1 H (x) − yo + x − xb
2
2

(15)

Let δx = x − xb and innovation vector d = yo − H (xb ). The cost function can be rewritten in its
incremental form,
³
´ 1
³ ´−1
1
J xb + δx ≈ (H (δx) − d)T (R)−1 (H (δx) − d) + δxT Pb
δx.
2
2

(16)

From this we obtain the gradient with respect to δx and set that equal to 0. The observation
operator for our experiments will be linear (ex: if we are taking measurements of the magnetic
field, the observations will also be the magnetic field). Alternatively, H could be nonlinear (ex:
observations of velocity, state estimate of energy) and HT is the Jacobian of H . Here, HT is the
adjoint of H. Also, we assume that the noise in the measurements are uncorrelated, making R
diagonal and R−1 easily computable. We use a matrix identity to avoid inverting Pb which is
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dense and typically poorly conditioned.
∇J (δx) = 0,
³ ´−1
δx + HT R−1 (Hδx − d) = 0,
Pb
¸
·³ ´
−1
b
T −1
P
+ H R H δx = HT R−1 d,
¸−1
·³ ´
−1
T −1
b
HT R−1 d,
+H R H
δx = P
´−1
³
d.
δx = Pb H R + HPb HT
The term

³
´−1
K = Pb H R + HPb HT

(17)

is called the Kalman gain. Note that in this form the background covariance Pb can be inverted because of the added diagonal matrix R which regularizes the matrix. Let us assume
that the optimal value for x is the analysis state estimate, xa . Therefore, the LETKF algorithm
[10] (Appendix B) used in the studies conducted in this paper is validated with the standard
linear Kalman Filter by comparing the sampled analysis covariance and the incremental state
vector (now defined as δx̄ ≡ x̄a − x̄b ) with the ones below,
³
´
δx̄ = K yo − Hx̄b ,
(18)
Pa = (I − KH)Pb .

(19)

This ensures that the LETKF in its form minimizes the same cost function as with the standard
Kalman Filter derivation during the analysis step. Next, we can use Eq. (18) to write,
x̄a = x̄b + K(yo − Hx̄b ).

(20)

Linearizing H in Eq. (8) and substituting it into Eq. (20) gives,
x̄a = x̄b + K(Hxt + ² − Hx̄b ).
Substituting this xa into Eq. (11) gives,
·h
³
´i h
³
´iT ¸
t
b
Pa = E (I − KH) xt − xb
−
KH)
x
−
x
.
(I

(21)

(22)

The xt − xb term represents the error from the prior estimate (background). That is, the error
associated with events that occur when the state estimate is forecasted by the model to the time
of the observation, but not yet introduced to the observation. Therefore, it is uncorrelated with
the ² noise from the observations. Using the definitions of the error covariances in terms of
their expectation values, then the covariance can be rewritten as
·³
´³
´T ¸
£
¤
a
t
b
t
b
P = (I − KH) E x − x x − x
(I − KH)T + KE ²²T KT
= (I − KH) Pb (I − KH)T + KRKT ,
³
´
= Pb − KHPb − Pb HT KT + K HPb HT + R KT .
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Now we substitute our Kalman Gain we derived from the negative log likelihood (Eq. (17)),
³
´
Pa = Pb − KHPb − Pb HT KT + K HPb HT + R KT ,
µ
³
´−1 ¶T
³
´−1
b
b T
b
b T
b
b
b T
HP − P H P H R + HP H
= P − P H R + HP H
³
´−1 ³
´µ
³
´−1 ¶T
b T
b T
b
b T
,
+ P H R + HP H
HP H + R P H R + HP H
b

µ
´−1 ¶T
´−1
³
³
b
b T
b
b T
b T
HP − P H P H R + HP H
= P − P H R + HP H
b

b

µ
´−1 ¶T
³
b
b T
,
+ P H P H R + HP H
b

´−1
³
HPb ,
= Pb − Pb H R + HPb HT
= Pb − KHPb ,

Pa = (I − KH) Pb ,
and we arrive at our optimal analysis covariance. The equations (18) and (19) can be used to
validate the LETKF code to make sure it is truly obtaining the best estimate as seen from the
derivations here. It is important to realize that the Kalman gain works best when the error associated with the observations and state estimates have normal distributions. Forecast periods
should be restricted so that the model allows for mostly linear growth so that the assumption
that xb is Gaussian holds.
Linear Kalman Filter
For completeness, the analysis step for the linear Kalman filter procedure is
³
´
x̄a = x̄b + K yo − Hx̄b ,
³
´−1
b
b T
K = P H R + HP H
,
Pa = (I − KH) Pb .
and the forecast step
a
x̄bn = Mn−1 x̄n−1
,

a
Pbn = Mn−1 Pn−1
MTn−1 .

Note that here the model M in the forecast step is formulated as a linear matrix M. This
linear approximation allows us to propagate the analysis covariance term forward by using its
adjoint, MT . This procedure for data assimilation is fine for model that can be approximated
fairly well as linear. However, the dynamo model is very nonlinear and approximating the Jacobian is difficult and may not lead to accurate results. Also, performing the analysis and forecast
step on the background and analysis error covariance is extremely costly as they are dense,
m ×m-sized matrices, where m is the number of state estimate variables which can be ∼ 107 for
our 3D dynamo model. Instead, we employ LETKF to avoid linearizing the model and computing Pa and Pb directly.
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2.3 Local Ensemble Transform Kalman Filtering (LETKF)
For large nonlinear models, like the one used for MHD flow, a unique minimizer to the cost
function is not guaranteed and attempts to solve it like in the linear Kalman Filtering approach
will be difficult and computationally expensive. One approach would be to linearize the numerical model, M , and H for certain calculations through the Extended Kalman Filtering method
(EKF) [11, 12], which is good enough for GPS and navigational systems. However, there is still
the issue of the expense of calculating the error covariance matrices for a really large and complex system.
Alternatively, the approach of Ensemble Kalman Filtering (EnKF) [13, 14] uses a k−dimensional
a
ensemble of states with of the mean, x̄n−1
, and approximates the error from their distribua
tion carried from the previous iteration cycles, Pn−1
. An ensemble of analysis state estimates,
a(i )
{xn−1 : i = 1, 2, . . . , k}, can be thought of as a collection of perturbations from the mean state that
are each separately input into the nonlinear model, M n−1 , and output an ensemble of background state estimate at time t n as follows
´
³
a(i )
b(i )
(23)
xn = M n−1 xn−1 .
The k members are taken all together to compute the sample background mean and the approximate distribution at t n , which is
k
1X
xb(i ) ,
k i =1
1
Pb =
Xb (Xb )T
k −1

x̄b =

(24)
(25)

where Xb is the background ensemble spread calculated column-wise via the terms xb(i ) − x̄b to
generate a m × k matrix. This idea is illustrated below in Fig.8.

a(i )
Figure 8: Process of finding the background covariance at time t n using 20 ensemble members {xn−1
:
i = 1, 2, . . . , 20} in EnKF.
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The analysis step will be performed as a deterministic approach on the background states
using ensemble square-root filters to generate an ensemble of analysis states. Something to
be cautious of is that when a k−element ensemble is used on a m−element system, the global
analysis can only adjust in a k−dimensional subspace. For an unstable system, the errors will
grow in the forecast step and will not be corrected by the analysis. There also can be the issue
of correlations between distant locations in the model space being represented in the distribution picked out by the ensemble, influencing Pb unfavorably. Therefore, localization is key to
overcoming these issues by performing an explicit separate analysis for each grid point on the
m−dimensional model. Only observations in a certain "correlation distance" to the grid point
will be involved in the local analysis step. Therefore, H , R, and yo will be specific to the grid
point when performing the local analysis step. See section 6 for further discussion on localization.
For efficiency purposes, we assume that the number of ensemble members, k, is less than
the number of model variables, m, and the number of observations, l 2 . The desired cost function we wish to minimize at every occurrence of an observation is the same as Eq.(15). The
necessary "tranform" part of LETKF is due to our definition of Pb as seen in Eq.(25). Since the
columns of Xb ≡ xb(i ) − x̄b then the sum over the columns is the zero vector, which means Xb has
at most rank k − 1. Likewise, this means the covariance matrix Pb has rank of at most k − 1 and
as a m × m matrix where k << m, it is not full rank and therefore not invertible. However, if we
note that Pb is symmetric then its inverse is well-defined in the column space S of both Pb and
Xb . This means the cost function Eq.(15) is well-defined in S. In choosing a coordinate system
for S, we use the columns of Xb to span S. To ensure linear independence we consider Xb as a
transformation from a k−dimensional space S̃ onto S such that Xb w ∈ S for some w ∈ S̃. The
analysis is then performed on the ensemble of state estimates wa(i ) with the ensemble spread
Wa in the transformed model space, S̃. The appropriate cost function in S̃ is
J˜(x) = (k − 1)wT w + [yo − H (x̄b + Xb w)]T R−1 [yo − H (x̄b + Xb w)].

(26)

This then takes the form,
³
´
J˜(x) = (k − 1)wT I − (Xb )T [Xb (Xb )T ]−1 Xb w + J (x̄b + Xb w).

(27)

¡
¢
¡
¢
where w ∼ N 0, (k − 1)−1 I and the model state x = x̄b + Xb w ∼ N x̄b , (k − 1)−1 Xb (Xb )T . This
form makes it so that if w̄a minimizes J˜, then x̄a also minimizes J . The next step is to handle the
observations. The observation operator, H , is applied in the ensemble space to each ensemble
member to get yb(i ) = H (xb(i ) ). A linear approximation is made,
³
´
b
b
H x̄ + X w ≈ ȳb + Yb w,
(28)
where ȳb is the mean of yb(i ) and Yb ≡ yb(i ) − ȳb . This yields the new cost function,
J˜∗ (w) = (k − 1)wT w + [yo − ȳb − Yb w]T R−1 [yo − ȳb − Yb w].

(29)

Note that now Yb plays the role of a linearized observation operator. The variables Yb , Xb , Wa ,
and Xa are ensemble spreads with operations in the local model space. They perform the role
14

of the covariance matrices seen in linear Kalman Filtering.
The minimization of the cost function, Eq.(29) results in the analysis equations,
w̄a = P̃a (Yb )T R−1 (yo − ȳb ),

Wa = [(k − 1)P̃a ]1/2 ,
where

P̃a = [(k − 1)I + (Yb )T R−1 Yb ]−1 .

(30)
(31)

(32)

Then, transforming back to the model space we have
x̄a = x̄b + Xb w̄a ,

Xa = Xb Wa .

(33)
(34)

In S̃, we add w̄a to each column of Wa to get the set of ensemble elements {wa(i ) } which are then
used to calculate the state analysis ensemble in model space,
xa(i ) = x̄b + Xb wa(i ) .
Apply the model to the analysis ensemble at t n to get the next background state at t n+1 ,
³
´
xb(i ) (t n+1 ) = M n xna(i ) .

(35)

(36)

This iterative method will be continued, assimilating observations at the appropriate times they
are obtained. The Appendix B outlines the algorithm, in the form of pseudocode, to be implemented. Note in the algorithm of Appendix B, Eq.(32) takes on this form
P̃a = [(k − 1)I/ρ + (Yb )T R−1 Yb ]−1 ,

(37)

where the constant factor of ρ > 1. This is known as the covariance inflation to ensure that the
adjustments made to the state estimate are not decoupled from the observations if the analysis
covariance happens to get too small [10, 15].

3 Microanaylsis
Before moving on to the complex nonlinear models, I want to be confident in using data assimilation for the simpler nonlinear Lorenz models. From the first semester of this class, we saw
LETKF implemented on the Lorenz ‘63 model [16] behaved well except for a few regions of concern. Now that we have a good understanding of the behavior expected of data assimilation, we
turn to the model to try to understand the chaotic dynamics that accompanies it and how that
affects data assimilation.
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3.1 Lorenz ‘63 model
After ensuring that the analysis step of LETKF code validates with the standard Kalman filter, I
turn my attention to where data assimilation seems to fail in my experiments last semester. In
this perfect model study, I use the X and Y as observations of the 3-parameter (X , Y , and Z )
nonlinear ODE model known as the Lorenz ’63 model [16],
d
X = σ (Y − X ) ,
dt
d
Y = X (r − Z ) − Y ,
dt
d
Z = X Y − bZ .
dt

(38)
(39)
(40)

For these experiments, β = 8/3, σ = 10, and r = 28 are used as the standard to guarantee chaotic
behavior (fig. 9) and the runs are initiated on the attractor (after a transient period). The time
interval between assimilation steps is 0.8, covariance inflation is ρ = 1.02, and the number of
ensemble members is k = 3. Results are show in Fig. 10 with the nature run (i.e. the truth) in
blue and the model+LETKF in red. The data assimilation performs mostly as expected but at
times when Z is small and X , Y → (0, 0) issues become apparent.

Figure 9: Lorenz attractor with standard parameters β = 8/3, σ = 10, and r = 28.
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Figure 10: LETKF implemented on Lorenz ’63 model [16] (in red) and the true model run (in blue). A
dashed line is added to show X (t ), Y (t ) = 0. Parameters used here are X and Y observations every 0.8
time, ρ = 1.02, and k = 3 ensemble members. The red circles indicate parts where data assimilation is
struggling.

The choice of ensemble members is meant to cover the dominant unstable directions of
the phase space. This can be represented by the number of positive Lyapunov exponents or
more precisely by the Kaplan-Yorke dimension which as been derived analytically [17] for this
particular model as
2(σ + β + 1)
3−
≈ 2.388.
(41)
p
σ + 1 (σ − 1)2 + 4σr

With the parameters chosen for the Lorenz equation, we get the strange attractor where the
solution orbits around two equilibrium points to make it look like butterfly wings as seen in Fig.
9. With k = 3 ensembles, it seems that we can cover all the Kaplan-Yorke dimensions, however
the deficiency here is a sample issue. We cannot use 3 ensemble members to approximate
noise with its assumed Gaussian distribution. For the Lorenz model, we see the 3 ensemble
members are insufficient for sampling as is apparent in the regions where Z is small and X , Y →
(0, 0). When the mean state estimate for X and Y is calculated to be near zero, the analysis step
perturbs the analysis ensemble member values greater than and less than zero, as seen in Fig.
11. Applying the model to this may dictate that one of three ensembles should continue on the
same "wing" of the attractor while the other two of three move to the other "wing" as seen in Fig.
12. This creates a large forecasted ensemble spread which is used for the next LETKF analysis
step. If Xb is large, likewise Pb is large and noting Eq. (17), the Kalman gain will rely more
heavily on the observations as R is fixed. We can see evidence of this in Fig. 11 as the analysis
state estimate at the latter cycles is much closer to the observations than the background state
17

estimate.

Figure 11: Three ensemble members and mean LETKF implemented on Lorenz ‘63 model [16] (in red
lines) with the true model run (in blue lines). Green x is the observations, red x is the background state
estimate, and red circle is the analysis state estimate. A dashed line is added to show X (t ), Y (t ) = 0.
Parameters used here are X and Y observations every 0.8 time with ρ = 1.02.

This microanalysis study leads to the following conclusions. Sample error can be present
and can be diminished by increasing the number of ensemble members. However, this is costly
and will not necessarily make the error disappear. As X , Y , Z → (0, 0, 0) we reach an unstable
saddle point that does not have a unique minimizer. Further research will have to be conducted on how to control these regions. Unstable fixed points are likely to arise in the more
complicated nonlinear dynamo model and will be more difficult to investigate.
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Figure 12: Three ensemble members (as circles) in three different colors diverging as they head towards
the fixed point (red x).
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Phase 2: Quasi-2D Fast Dynamo Model
4 The Model
The Lorenz ‘63 model used in the previous study is a low-dimensional nonlinear system with
chaotic behavior. I would like to turn our attention to a model more similar to the 3D magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model. The fast dynamo model implemented in this section is a simplified quasi-2D unsteady model of the stretching, twisting, and folding that occurs in chaotic fast
dynamos. This was first studied by Otani ([18], [19]) and was named the MW + flow for ‘modulated waves, positive parity’. The numerical procedure I follow is motivated in Stretch, Twist,
Fold: The Fast Dynamo by Childress and Gilbert [20]. The fast dynamo will be solved using spectral methods, like the MHD model, to determine the magnetic field given a predefined velocity
field while the diffusivity is handled continuously. We begin by first initializing the velocity field
u and the magnetic field b with no components defined as zero so that dynamo action can be
achieved. The boundary conditions are set as periodic in x and y with period 2π and periodic in
t with period π. Numerically, we are only solving for the magnetic field in the x- and y-direction
while an analytic form of the velocity field is provided. The kinematic velocity field is defined
simply as
¡
¢
u(x, y, t ) = (0, 2 sin x, cos x) cos2 t + 2 sin y, 0, cos y sin2 t =< u x , u y , u z > .

(42)

Notice we have a z−component for the velocity field, but we will only be considering the magnetic field in x and y by separating out the z−dependence,
B(x, y, z, t ) = e i k z z b(x, y, t ).

(43)

The value of k z = 0.8 is the wavenumber chosen based on the authors’ studies [20] to maximize
the growth rates of the magnetic energy field. The induction equation with the incompressible
condition, ∇ · u = 0, can be written in terms of components b x and b y as
¡
¢
¡
¢
∂t b x + u x ∂x + u y ∂ y + i k z u z b x = b x ∂x + b y ∂ y u x + η∇2 b x ,
¡
¢
¡
¢
∂t b y + u x ∂x + u y ∂ y + i k z u z b y = b x ∂x + b y ∂ y u y + η∇2 b y

(44)
(45)

where ∇2 = ∂2x + ∂2y − k z2 . The initial condition is
B0 = (i , 1, 0)e i k z z .
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(46)

Let’s represent b x and b y as Fourier series
b x (x, y, t ) =

∞
X

b̂ x (k x , k y , t )e i k x x e i k y y ,

(47)

k x ,k y =−∞

Z 2π Z 2π
1
b x (x, y, t )e −i k x x e −i k y y d xd y
where b̂ x = 2
4π 0
0
∞
X
b y (x, y, t ) =
b̂ y (k x , k y , t )e i k x x e i k y y ,
k x ,k y =−∞

1
where b̂ y = 2
4π

Z

2π Z 2π

0

0

b y (x, y, t )e −i k x x e −i k y y d xd y

(48)
(49)
(50)
(51)

To solve Eq. (44) and (45), I solve the diffusive part continuously and use pseudospectral methods on the remaining nonlinear terms,
¡
¢
¡
¢
∂t b x = − u x ∂x + u y ∂ y + i k z u z b x + b x ∂x + b y ∂ y u x ,
(52)
¡
¢
¡
¢
(53)
∂t b y = − u x ∂x + u y ∂ y + i k z u z b y + b x ∂x + b y ∂ y u y .
In spectral space, using the fft2 function, I’ve redefined these equations as an ODE with the
LHS of form,
· ¸
b̂ x
f (t ) = ∂t
.
(54)
b̂ y
Let F the Fourier transform and F −1 be the inverse Fourier transform. Noting ∂x u x = ∂ y u y = 0
based on our definition of u, the RHS of Eq. (52) can be written,
¡
¢
F −u x ◦ F −1 (i k x ◦ b̂ x ) − u y ◦ F −1 (i k y ◦ b̂ x ) − u z ◦ F −1 (i k z ◦ b̂ x ) + F −1 (b̂ y ) ◦ F −1 (i k y ◦ û x ) ,
(55)
and the RHS of Eq. (53) can be written,
¡
¢
F −u x ◦ F −1 (i k x ◦ b̂ y ) − u y ◦ F −1 (i k y ◦ b̂ y ) − u z ◦ F −1 (i k z ◦ b̂ y ) + F −1 (b̂ x ) ◦ F −1 (i k x ◦ û y ) ,
(56)
noting that ◦ is the element-wise product. This procedure is handled numerically in a separate
function f. In order to handle resistivity continuously, we consider solving
∂t b = η∇2 b

(57)

which has the answer
b̂(k x , k y , t + ∆t ) = b̂(k x , k y , t )e −η(kx

2

+k y 2 +kz 2 )∆t

.

(58)

Therefore, the exponential propagator of
L = e −η(kx

2

+k y 2 +kz 2 )∆t

(59)

is applied after the nonlinear terms are propagated in time. Also, in the treatment of the nonlinear terms within the function f, the exponential propagator is first applied to both b x and
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b y , followed by the pseudospectral technique (Eqs. (55) and (56)), and then both b x and b y are
multiplied by the inverse of L. Again, all this occurs inside the defining ODE function f. Next we
want solve the ODE by propagating it forward in time with the following 4th-order Runge-Kutta
method,
¡
¢
k 1 = f t n , b̂ n
¶
µ
∆t
∆t
, b̂ n + k 1
k2 = f tn +
2
2
¶
µ
∆t
∆t
, b̂ n + k 2
k3 = f tn +
2
2
¡
¢
k 4 = f t n + ∆t , b̂ n + k 3 ∆t
∆t
b̂ n+1 = b̂ n +
(k 1 + 2k 2 + 2k 3 + k 4 ) .
2
After moving the nonlinear term forward in time with the Runge-Kutta method, diffusivity acts
continuously by multiplying the magnetic field components by Eq. (59).

5 Verification
Otani’s method [19], which is purely spectral, is solved in terms of the spatial Fourier coefficients
of b. He makes the assumption that the Fourier mode as characterized by wavenumber k =
(k x , k y , k z ) is coupled only to itself and its neighboring modes (k x ± 1, k y ± 1, k z ). Applying this
to the nonlinear terms in Fourier space, noting k0 = k ± x̂ j (k − k0 = ∓x̂ j ), using convolution
theorem, and then writing it in discrete space,
Z
¡
¢
¡ ¢
− (u · ∇) b = −i û k − k0 k0 b̂ k0 d k0
XX ¡
¢¡
¢ ¡
¢
û ∓x̂ j k ± x̂ j b̂ k ± x̂ j
= −i
±

Z

j

¢
¡ ¢¡
¢ ¡
b̂ k0 k − k0 û k − k0 d k0
XX ¡
¢¡
¢ ¡
¢
=i
b̂ k ± x̂ j ∓x̂ j û ∓x̂ j

(b · ∇) u = i

±

= ±i

j

XX
±

j

¡
¢ ¡
¢
x̂ j b̂ k ∓ x̂ j û ±x̂ j .

Otani uses this to derive the treatment of his nonlinear terms in his predictor-corrector method.
The linear terms are applied using an implicit method. Below is Otani’s method where I am
using i for the k x index and j for the k y index.
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i,j

i,j

b̂a = b̂ol d + ²∆t

Xh
±

´
³
´
³
i , j ∓1
i ∓1, j
− i kix∓1 · û±1,0 b̂ol d − i kiy∓1 · û0,±1 b̂ol d
i ∓1, j
± i kx · bol d û±1,0 ± i k y

i , j ∓1
· bol d û0,±1

i

¡
¢−1 i , j
i,j
b̂pr ed = 1 + ηk2 ²∆t
b̂a
´
³
´
h
³
X
i , j ∓1
i ∓1, j
i,j
i,j
− i kix∓1 · û±1,0 b̂pr ed − i kiy∓1 · û0,±1 b̂pr ed
b̂b = b̂ol d + ∆t
±

i ∓1, j

¡
¢−1 i , j
i,j
b̂new = 1 + ηk2 ∆t
b̂b

i , j ∓1

± i kx · bpr es û±1,0 ± i k y · bpr ed û0,±1

i

In his paper [19], Otani uses k z = 1, ² = 0.65, η = 2.513 × 10−3 (Rm = 104 ) for his numerical
experiments. He chose to use modes −32 ≤ k x , k y ≤ 32 and with those outside (±33) equal to
zero at all time t . I attempted to program this model in both MATLAB and C++ but did not have
any luck getting it to work. I did time the length per iteration that my implementation of Otani’s
method took and it was ∼ 0.0225s per iteration whereas my algorithm which I expected to be
more costly with the amount of Fourier transforms took ∼ 0.0329s per iteration. So my code
was about 30% slower than Otani’s code, but much more accurate because it does have the
constraint that the derivatives are calculated only with neighboring modes. However, I still want
to verify my code and Otani’s method is the only published method I have found to compare to.
I am relying on his method to be the "truth" even though the only way he had of verifying his
code was using a similar method to solve the following form of the induction equation,
∂B
= ∇ × (u × B) + η∇2 B,
∂t

(60)

but he does not include the details of that algorithm. Therefore, in lieu of a direct comparison, I
ran my working pseudospectral code to the same time t = 49.77 and saved plots of both the real
x-component and y-component of the magnetic field at locations z = 0 and z = π/2 respectively
(using Eq. (43)).
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Figure 13: The are plots in real space of the real x-component of the magnetic field at z = 0 (top) and the
real y-component of the magnetic field at z = π/2 (bottom). The left side are plots from Otani’s paper[19]
and on the right are plots from my pseudospectral code.

In Fig. 13, the magnetic field components take on the same formation in pattern. They
also have the same order of magnitude. One thing I have not been able to explain is that the
features in one model are negative where the other model has them is positive. As the dynamo
grows up to the point t = 49.77, we do see the twist fluctuation between negative and positive
values so it could be due to the discrepancies in the accuracy. Another way I attempt to verify
my code with Otani’s is to compare the magnetic field growth rate. This is done by calculating
in spectral space at every time t ,
"
#1/2
X
|b̂(k)|2
.
(61)
k

The following is a plot of the magnetic field growth using my code (in red) compared to Otani’s
code extracted from his paper (in black).
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Figure 14: Plots of
red).

k |b̂(k)|

£P

¤
2 1/2

vs. t of Otani’s method (in black) and my pseudospectral method (in

The plot in fig. 14 shows that the rate of the pseudospectral code’s magnetic field growth is
within 7% of Otani’s method. Better yet, after a transient period, the rate of the pseudospectral
code’s magnetic field growth is within 0.7% of Otani’s method from t = 20 − 50. This growth rate
and observing the same formations in the magnetic field components leads me to believe the
model is verified and we can confidently assume the t ≥ 20 behavior is consistent with previous
methods. Therefore, I use the pseudospectral model initializing with magnetic field and velocity
field at t = 20 in my LETKF implementation on quasi-2D dynamo.

6 Localization
Localization is essential to improve the speed and effectiveness of data assimilation. As seen
from the material I presented the midterm report, LETKF can be performed easily without localization. Physically, the benefits of localization can be described through a weather modeling
example: the observations of weather in Japan are not going to affect the weather on the east
coast where D.C. is located. Therefore, localization can be performed to make observations of
Japan less significant to the data assimilation of the D.C. state estimates. Mathematically, the
purpose of using localization is to give a high-dimensional estimate of the global background
error covariance using a small ensemble. That is, if we can express local instabilities using fewer
ensembles members with localization, then we do not need as many ensemble members as we
would need to cover the dominant global instabilities without localization.
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In our paper, we will discuss localization as described by [21, 22]. We can define our localization region as a centered box around a particular grid point or a centered circle as used in
the example seen in Fig. 15. The localization depends on the location r of the state estimate x
which for weather modeling is defined in terms of the geographical longitude and latitude. In
the MATLAB and C++ code I have written, this is implemented at each analysis step by iterating
through each state estimate, xi , j located at ri , j = (x i , y j ) and modifying the global error covariance matrix, R[g ] , to a local R depending on the location of a particular grid point and the scale
of the localization. The scale of the localization depends on the correlation length on the each
particular observation. In these studies, we assume all observations have the same correlation
length and fix L = π/2. In the quasi-2D model, I take the element-wise product of R−1
[g ] with the
Gaussian filter,
2
2
g (ri , j ) = e −d /2L ,
(62)
where d is a relative distance function and L is a localization scale. Fig. 15 shows plots of this
function for different ri , j .

Figure 15: Example of Gaussian filter with L = π/2 applied to R−1
[g ] of the 2D model. The left is a filter
centered at the middle point and the right is it centered at x6 with periodic boundary conditions.

When performing this operation, the filter makes the inverse components of R near (gridwise) our desired xi larger than in R−1
[g ] which in turn makes them smaller in R than in R[g ] . This
informs the local analysis that we are more certain about our observations near xi and less certain about those further away. Therefore, we then can have a better local representation for our
estimate of each state estimate element.
In this section, I use my numerical method on the quasi-2D model, described in Section
4, to test localization. I created synthetic observations by adding random Gaussian noise of 103
(about 1% of the initial value) to a nature run and using H to map to observation space. So
then the R[g ] is fixed with a diagonal of 103 . The trials were run so that the analysis step in done
every d s = 0.1 time. There is no covariance inflation used in these experiments (ρ = 1). These
experiments are conducting using 10% of the observations (845 total observations points). They
points are randomly chosen from both the Bx and B y and resemble the appearance seen in Fig.
16.
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Figure 16: Observations l = 845 (10% of original state estimate) selected from both Bx and B y respectively.

The hypothesis is that we have lower unstable dimensions in local regions, so fewer ensemble members will be needed to perform LETKF than LETKF without localization (ETKF).
However, I had not accounted for how long it would take to use localization over the 65×65×2 =
8450 grid points. The localization part is easily parallelizable. My codes for these tests were written in MATLAB so I used parfor for that loop and in an effort to speed tests up I put it on 12 cores
on deepthought2. However, the results I got were inconclusive and so far, show only that LETKF
behaves just like ETKF. In Fig. 17, I show an inconclusive comparison study on a perfect model
run. Note that the L2 error here is the difference between the true state estimate and the LETKF
implementation on the state estimate (due to it being a perfect model run). Then the analysis
error is calculated by taking the trace of the analysis error covariance matrix and dividing that
p
by m.

Figure 17: No localization vs. with localization. Common parameters: d s = 0.1, ρ = 1, 20 ensemble
members, l = 845 (10% of original state estimate).

Although inconclusive, from these studies I came to a few realizations. The quasi-2D dynamo model, with its vector components, is much more complicated than the other Lorenz
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Toy models I have been playing with in the first semester of this course. I should know more
about the dominant unstable directions of the state space in these models before I attempt to
do studies varying the ensemble members and correlation length correspond to the dominant
local state space. A background in chaotic dynamics would help me more efficiently implement
data assimilation.
I wrote the quasi-2D dynamo pseudospectral code (and also the Otani spectral) in C++
using the fftw3 package. Then I found the C++ with O PEN MP I designed for the Lorenz model
will only work for low-dimensional systems. Performing these perfect model studies using my
code requires me to save the true model run (nature run), generate and save fake observations,
and perform localization on thousands of points. This quickly becomes too much data for cache
to handle considering the state estimate consists of all double precision complex numbers.
Mysteries in chaos and C++ aside, I do have some insight on how to better handle localization computationally. In my implementation, R is the same size as R[g ] but the dimensions of
R can be smaller and then only the corresponding rows of Xb and Yb and values of yo would be
used for the local analysis. This is done in UMD-LETKF as seen in section 8. The UMD-LETKF
code is designed for atomospheric data assimilation and does its localization according to longitude and lattitude but not in the vertical layers of the atomosphere as described in [21, 22].
With the 3D dynamo model, we are not just considering vertical layers that have approximately
the same longitude and latitude grid, but layers that go into the "Earth" in the r -direction (see
Fig. 2 for reference). Towards the center, a full shell at a fixed r may be considered localized
because everything is included in the localization scale that would be divided up a shells with
larger r into local regions. Unlike weather model-type localization, the "depth" component will
also have to be taken into consideration. Future work on localization would be to use the Gaspari and Cohn [23] correlation function to create a 3D piece-wise correlation function, ideal for
creating a local observation error covariance of desired dimensions.

7 Covariance Inflation and Relaxation
The covariance inflation, ρ is applied to the background error covariance Pb to ensure that the
adjustments made to the state estimate are not decoupled from the observations if the analysis covariance happens to get too small [10, 15]. Typically values for inflation are ρ > 1. Last
semester, I did some studies to tune the Lorenz ‘63 for the best covariance inflation parameter
based on ensemble number choice and assimilation window length. Tuning proved to be very
expensive and the opitmal ρ was not unique from the results. Now I instead compare the analysis error and L2-error for several choices of ρ and inflate so that the analysis error is equal or
higher than the L2-error.
Inflation can occur naturally in nonlinear model in regions that do not have many observations. In weather modeling, there are many measurements overland where there are weather
stations but there are fewer measurements over the ocean. This results in the data assimilation
unable to control the growth of the background error covariance Pb by the observation error
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covariance R since those points are missing. Similarly, in the 3D dynamo model, we will have
observations of the radial component of the magnetic field on the surface but nothing to control the entire velocity field and the rest of the magnetic field. Therefore, covariance relaxation
should be used in the absence of observations.
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Phase 3: 3D dynamo model
8 UMD-LETKF
UMD-LETKF [24] is a library of Fortran 90 codes based on the code by Miyoshi [25] with modifications by Steve Penny. This code is designed so that LETKF can be implemented on any model
with minimal modifications within the LETKF code. Unlike my C++ LETKF codes, the code reduces the about of data (relative to my versions) that is stored in cache by doing the algorithm
in pieces and saving files as outputs. This code uses MPI and handles the data using preferably
NetCDF file types. This code is currently in the development stages with no documentation and
localization still be worked on. I have spoken with the programmer Travis Sluka and I will be
testing it as beta tester. Considering his applications for it are mostly atmospheric and ocean
modeling, the magnetichydrodynamic dynamo model will show that the UMD-LETKF code has
versatility. Originally I had planned on writing my own C++ LETKF code but there are numerous computation nuances that I am still learning about. I have decided it is better to take the
best current version of the LETKF code and build on that.
In order to run, the user will create the following programs in whatever language they prefer:
• Their numerical model that outputs files of their state estimate data and grid coordinates
(the latter for localization).
• One program to go from the ensemble members to Yb using the desired observation operator H .
• One with the desired localization type.
• A workflow wrapper for submitting the scripts to run in the correct order.
The localization piece is optional. I will have to create my own form of localization or
use the current type being developed which localizes on a 2D plane as described in the LEKF
algorithm [21, 22]. The workflow portion can be done in a number of ways. A typical method is
to create an executable bash script of the shell commands to execute the desired scripts on the
desired files. The recommended way to do workflow management for data assimilation is the
use the workflow managment system Rocoto [26] developed by NOAA.
The UMD-LETKF core algorithm follows the guideline for batch processing of asynrochonous observations outlined Sections 3.1 and 4 of Hunt’s paper [10]. It is our case and that
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of weather modeling, that observations are very frequent and an analysis step at each observation takes too much time to compute. Weather modeling can use a 6-hour analysis window
but incorporate intermediate analysis measurements during that time. There are 256 radial
boundary measurements per second on the 3-meter Spherical Couette Experiment. Therefore,
it seems appropriate to use the same asynchronous computation techniques for the dynamo
implementation. Miyoshi’s [25] implementation of LETKF takes a different form as well to make
use of LAPACK solvers which speed up the computation. Miyoshi’s algorithm is outlined in the
Appendix C.
The approach for a perfect model study is as follows. First run the "nature run", that is
run the model for a period of time to generate our true state estimates and save these outputs
in their own directory. Next generate the synthetic observations by using the H program on the
nature run and adding Gaussian noise. Save these observation outputs in their own directory.
Next generate an ensemble of perturbed initial conditions each with their own directory, say for
example 20 ensemble members in 20 directories. Each of these files are input into the model
and will run for a given assimilation window of time and will output some background state
estimates, say 5 different times for each ensemble member for example.
Like the original algorithm, we choose to minimize Eq. (29). Within a script, the mean and
then the ensemble spread of each of these 5 background estimates is calculated using the 20
ensemble members. Then H is applied to go from x̄bτn → ȳbτn and Xbτn → Ybτn where τn represents
one of the 5 background ensemble spreads. From here, the N Ybτn are concatenated vertically
create a (N × l ) × k matrix where N is the number of times we have background observations in
our assimilation window and l is the number of observations. For our example it would be (5 ×
l )×20. Likewise, the observations that occur at the same times as the background estimates will
be concatenated into a long column as well as their corresponding error covariance matrices,
Rτn . Then a vertically concatenated ȳb is subtracted from the concatenated observations to
get the innovation vector, d = yo − ȳb . From here, the analysis procedure is applied and the
increment is applied to the stored background state estimates to get the analysis state estimates
which are placed in their own directories with the corresponding ensemble. The process is
restarted using the last ensemble of analysis state estimates to get the next set of background
states estimates.
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Figure 18: Rough outline of the UMD-LETKF workflow for a perfect model study.

9 Conclusion
I began this project without any practice in data assimilation, writing in C++/F ORTRAN, objectoriented programming, and high performance computing. I also encountered difficulties dealing with large data and figuring out the ins and outs of the Linux cluster. At this point I have a
much better understanding of the details of this project and have clearer vision for the future
of this more fittingly multi-year project. Going from the simple nonlinear Lorenz systems to
the more complex quasi-2D dynamo system made me realize I will have to gain a better understanding for the chaotic dynamics in the dynamo systems so to better apply data assimilation
appropriately. I also need an understanding of the impact of initializing forecast step while using conservative model after the adjustments made from the analysis step.
There are many factors that can lead to poor data assimilation on complex nonlinear
models. From my studies this year, I have learned a few things about getting the most out of our
data assimilation implementations. Ensemble choice should be chosen so that we represent all
the dominant unstable directions of the phase space. We can estimate this by calculating the
positive Lyapunov exponents. Also, we would like the assimilation window to be short enough
to allow for mostly linear growth so the assumption of Gaussian error in the forecasted state estimate holds. Covariance inflation and relaxation can be used in data assimilation to promote
the insertion of observations and mediate the effects due to the lack of observations. Lastly,
better models make for better data assimilation and can call for higher resolution. As is the case
of the 3D model, we will not be able to represent the small scale features inherent in the the
Re ∼ 108 MHD experiment, but we can try at the current limit of Re ∼ 104 . With high resolution
models, high performance computing is necessary for data assimilation.
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Appendix A: Notation
The following are tables to assist with notation
Symbol

Meaning

Ω
(·)o
(·)i
L
ν
Re
η
Rm
E
Ro
u
b
ˆ
(·)
ρ
p∗
µ0
σ

the angular speed
the outer radius of the sphere
the inner radius of the sphere
the characteristic length
the kinematic viscosity
the Reynold’s number
the magnetic diffusivity
the magnetic Reynold’s number
the Ekman number
the Rossby number
the velocity field in real space
the magnetic field in real space
the field in spectral space
the fluid density
the dynamic pressure deviation
the magnetic permeability in free space
the electrical conductivity

Table 1: This table includes notation used for the dynamo model.
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Symbol

Meaning

k
l [g ]
l
m [g ]
m
x
y
yo
(·)t
(·)a
(·)b
(·) f
(·)n
Mn
H[g ]
H
²
R[g ]
R
Pa
Pb
J
d
K
(·)b(i )
Xa
Xb
Yb
w
Wa
ρ

the number of ensemble members
the number of global observations
the number of local observations
the number of global model outputs
the number of local model outputs
the state estimate
the observation estimate
the observations
truth
analysis
background
forecast
time t n
the model initialized at t n
global observation matrix
local observation matrix
observation error
global error covariance
local error covariance
analysis error covariance
background error covariance
cost (or loss) function
innovation vector
Kalman gain
background ensemble state estimate i
analysis ensemble spread
background ensemble spread
background ensemble spread of the observation estimates
state estimate in the transformed space
analysis ensemble spread in the transformed space
covariance inflation parameter
Table 2: This table includes notation used for data assimilation.

Appendix B: Original LETKF
The algorithm will have some steps that occur for all points (global) while other steps will be
implemented on points local to particular grid point. Initialization:
• Given: Model M , observation matrix H, observations yo (t n ) vector with error covariance
R [g ] (Gaussian).
• Choose initial ensemble x b(i ) (t 0 ) with k−members from a random Gaussian distribution.
Input as a columns in a m [g ] × k matrix.
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Pseudocode:
Algorithm 1 LETKF algorithm
procedure LETKF(M , H, yo , R[g ] )
define xb(i ) (t 0 )
for t = t 0 , t ++, while t n < t N do
for i = 1, i ++, while i < k do
)
b(i )
yb(i
← H[g ] · x[g
[g ]
]
end
for i = 1, i ++, while i < k do
b(i )
ȳb[g ] ← ȳb[g ] + y[g
]

. Transform to global observation space.

. Calculate the global means.

b(i )
x̄b[g ] ← x̄b[g ] + x[g
]
end
ȳb[g ] ← (1/k) · ȳb[g ]

x̄b[g ] ← (1/k) · x̄b[g ]
for i = 1, i ++, while i < k do
)
Yb[g ] (i ) ← yb(i
− ȳb[g ]
[g ]

. Calculate the global ensemble spread.
. Insert vectors into columns.

b(i )
Xb[g ] (i ) ← x[g
− x̄b[g ]
]
end
. Localization*
define ρ > 1
for j = 1, j ++, while i < k do
C ← (Yb )T R−1
P̃a ← [(k − 1)I/ρ + CYb ]−1
Wa ← [(k − 1)P̃a ]1/2
w̄a ← P̃a C(yo − ȳb )
for i = 1, i ++, while i < k do
wa(i ) ← Wa (i ) + w̄a
xa(i ) ← Xb wa(i ) + x̄b
end
end
a
Combine xa (i ) for all j to get x[g
] (i )

xb(i ) (t n+1 ) ← M (xa(i ) (t n ))
end
return xb(i ) (t N )

. Covariance inflation parameter.
. Loop through each grid point.

. Update the ensemble in time.

Appendix C: Miyoshi LETKF
This it found in letkf_core.f90 of UMD-LETKF-dev[24]. Pseudocode:
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Algorithm 2 LETKF algorithm[25]
procedure LETKF(l , Yb , d, R, g )
for j = 0, j ++, while j < l do
YbinvR(:, j ) = Yb (:, j )/R( j , j ) · g ( j )
end
Compute (Yb )T R−1 Yb
Compute (Yb )T R−1 Yb + (m − 1)I/ρ
Compute SVD of (Yb )T R−1 Yb + (m − 1)I/ρ
Compute P̃a = (Yb )T R−1 Yb + (m − 1)I/ρ)−1 from SVD
Compute P̃a Yb (R−1 )T from SVD
−1 T
Compute P̃a Yb (R
p ) ·d
Compute Wa = (m − 1)P̃a
Compute wa = Wa + P̃a Yb (R−1 )T · d
return wa

. Add localization
. Call LAPACK function ‘sgemm’
. Add inflation
. Call LAPACK function ‘ssyev’
. Call LAPACK function ‘sgemm’
. Call LAPACK function ‘sgemm’
. Call LAPACK function ‘sgemm’

In a separate function, the returned wa is applied to the model ensemble spread,
xa(i ) = Xb wa (i ) + x̄b ,

(63)

to get the analysis covariance ensemble members. These are broken up by time and ensemble
member and output as files.

Appendix D: Project Schedule
The project consists of four phases.
• Phase 1: Complete
– Implement the ETKF in matlab on Lorenz ’63 problem [16].
– Write LETKF in C++.
– Validated LETKF algorithm for both codes.
• Phase 2: Complete
– Completed microanalysis for Lorenz ‘63 model.
– Implement LETKF on Fast Dynamo problem [20].
– Verified it with Otani’s method [19].
– Run XSHELLS and extract the boundary magnetic field.
• Phase 3: In Progress
– Implement LETKF to XSHELLS.
– Make LETKF code more efficient.
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